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JAMES TUVERSON
HIGHLIGHTS


WGA screenwriter: short film writer, producer and director



Optioned two screenplays: “The Viking Way” and “The McSatans”



Won over 30 screenwriting awards and distinctions, including “1st Place” and “Best Screenplay”



Written six produced short films which have won awards in film festivals

SCREENWRITING RECOGNITION (Partial List)


Austin Film Festival Screenplay Contest, 2015

Second Round Quarter‐Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Screencraft Short Screenplay Contest, 2015

Finalist (Truth or Die)



Spirit Quest Film Festival, 2014

Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Beverly Hills Screenwriting Contest, 2013

Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



SoCal Film Festival, 2012

Finalist (The McSatans)



Mexico International Film Festival, 2011

Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Honolulu Film Awards, 2011

Silver Lei Award (The McSatans)



Golden Brad Awards, 2010

Semi‐Finalist ‐ Top 30 (My Dirty Secrets)



Gimme Credit Screenplay Competition, 2010

Semi‐Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Yosemite Film Festival, 2010

Finalist (The McSatans)



SoCal Film Market 2010

Finalist (The McSatans)



Urban MediaMakers Film Festival, 2010

Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Colorado Film Festival, 2010

1st Place, Best Screenplay (My Dirty Secrets)



Flagstaff Film Festival, 2010

Finalist ‐ Top 10 (My Dirty Secrets)



Beverly Hills Film Festival, 2010

Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Fade In Awards, 2009

Quarter‐Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Austin Film Festival, 2008

2nd Round Quarter‐Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)



Gimme Credit Screenwriting Contest, 2008

Semi‐Finalist, Shorts (Mother’s Day – short)



SoCal Independent Film Festival, 2008

Finalist, Top 3 (My Dirty Secrets)



SoCal Independent Film Festival, 2008

Semi‐Finalist (The Hours Before)



California Independent Film Festival, 2008

1st Place, Best Screenplay (My Dirty Secrets)



Scriptapalooza Screenwriting Awards, 2007

Semi‐Finalist (My Dirty Secrets)

SCREENPLAYS
T it le :

M Y DI RT Y SE C R ET S

Genre:

Drama Feature

L eng th :

92 pgs.

Lo glin e :

With a manipulative predator as a tutor, a teenage boy is drawn into the lurid world of Internet prostitution
when he struggles to keep himself and his younger brother from being separated after their single mother
disappears.

T it le :

THE H OU RS B EF OR E

Genre:

Drama Feature

L eng th :

80 pgs.

Lo glin e :

Unraveled teenager Max holds his best friend Peter hostage the night before he plans a murderous assault
on their high school. Desperately wanting his company—yet afraid of having his meticulous plans ruined—
Max handcuffs Peter to a pipe in his garage, forcing him to stay while Max prepares for his deadly errand.

T it le :

T H E McS ATA N S

Genre:

Ultra‐Dark Comedy Feature

L eng th :

116 pgs.

Lo glin e :

A family of Devil Worshippers moves to an uptight rural town in search of converts to their oddball religion.
Despite trying to fit in, the McSatans are rejected until thugs threaten the town and the Sheriff needs the
family’s expertise in the occult to save the day.

T it le:

T HE VIKING WAY

Genre:

Family Fantasy Adventure (Animated or Live‐Action) Feature

L eng th :

112 pgs.

Lo glin e :

A modern‐day teenager is whisked back in time by Odin, King of the Norse Gods, to lead the Vikings in a war
against evil Giants that threatens to destroy Humankind and the Gods themselves. The boy must learn The
Viking Way to help defeat the enemy and save the future—including himself and his family—from being
erased completely.

Title:

HOW WE EFFED UP THE INTERNET

Genre:

Comedy TV Series Pilot

Length:

58 pgs.

Logline:

Hip dudes ALEX and CHAD host their indie music webshow ROCK YER FACE from their downtown L.A. loft—
a non‐stop party of hot groupies, beer bongs, buds‐a‐blazin’ and irreverent musical acts. Eager for an
audience, Alex and Chad’s antics on the webshow get crazy, causing rival webshow INDIE INFIDELS to
declare an all‐out war to compete for ratings.

SCREENWRITING RECOGNITION FOR “MY DIRTY SECRETS”


Austin Film Festival Screenplay Contest, 2015

Second Round Quarter‐Finalist



Spirit Quest Film Festival, 2014

Finalist



Beverly Hills Screenwriting Contest, 2013

Finalist



Mexico International Film Festival, 2011

Finalist



Golden Brad Awards, 2010

Semi‐Finalist ‐ Top 30



Gimme Credit Screenplay Competition, 2010

Semi‐Finalist



Urban MediaMakers Film Festival, 2010

Finalist



Colorado Film Festival, 2010

1st Place, Best Screenplay



Flagstaff Film Festival, 2010

Finalist ‐ Top 10



Beverly Hills Film Festival, 2010

Finalist



Fade In Awards, 2009

Quarter‐Finalist



Austin Film Festival, 2008

2nd Round Quarter‐Finalist



SoCal Independent Film Festival, 2008

Finalist, Top 3



California Independent Film Festival, 2008

1st Place, Best Screenplay



Scriptapalooza Screenwriting Awards, 2007

Semi‐Finalist



PAGE Int’l Screenwriting Awards, 2007

Quarter‐Finalist



AAA Screenwriting Awards, 2007

Script Consider

MY DIRTY SECRETS
Genre:

Drama Feature (R)

Length:

92 pgs.

Logline:

With a manipulative predator as a tutor, a teenage boy is drawn into the lurid world of
Internet prostitution when he struggles to keep himself and his younger brother from
being separated after their single mother disappears.

Synopsis:
SPORT McADAMS (14) lives with his brother OLIVER (8) and mother LAURA (35) in a threadbare
apartment. Laura’s an unemployed photographer struggling to make ends meet, unable to pay the bills.
Sport’s tired of going without; in an argument, Sport tells her to get out the hell out of his life.
As Laura walks to a job interview the next day, she’s struck by a hit & run driver and critically hurt. A
hoodlum steals her wallet with her ID. Laura is rushed to the hospital, comatose. Later that day, the
boys arrive home to an empty apartment.
That night, aware something’s wrong, Sport goes to Laura’s room seeking a clue to where she is. He
sees her toothbrush is gone (she actually threw it away earlier.) His 14‐year‐old logic concludes she has
abandoned them.
Sport discovers Laura let unpaid bills pile up. He calls the Department of Child & Family Services to
find out what happens when kids are abandoned. He speaks to MIRIAM (40’s), who builds his trust. With
no guarantee that he and Oliver can remain together, Sport decides he’ll maintain the roof over their
heads until Laura returns. Sport charts the money owed by scrawling it across the wall in black magic
marker‐‐almost $2,500.
Sport tries to cash a welfare check it at the local bank. Teller SID (22) cashes it. After Sport leaves,
Sid tracks him down. Exploiting Sport’s naiveté and need for cash, Sid pays the boy $50 for oral sex. As
Sid drives him home, he promises more from others who can pay. Sport sees an opportunity to make
the money he needs.
Over the next days, Sport returns to Sid’s apartment and learns the trade of Internet prostitution,
where adults cruise chat rooms looking for underage partners for quick sex. Sid offers to “watch out for”
Sport for a cut of the profits. At home, Sport begins a new chart on the wall—this one keeps track of
details about Sid. Sport keeps in touch with Miriam and finds out she lost her teenage son to cancer the
previous year. Sport charts identifying details of his “customers” on the wall in his apartment. Money
pours in.
At the bank, Sid’s boss TED (28) confronts Sid—‐there’s more here than just a boss and an
employee. Ted found out about Sid’s “enterprise” through his friends, a network of pedophiles who
frequent chat rooms and swap stories. Ted wants to get in on Sport, much to Sid’s dismay. He begs Ted
to give this one a pass—‐indicating Sid has set up this situation before with others.
Sport and Miriam talk on the phone again—‐a true friendship has blossomed. When she pleads with
Sport to arrange a meeting, he withdraws and hangs up on her, afraid she’ll find out his secret.
Later, Ted meets Sport at a coffee bar, charming the boy with knowledge of Sport’s favorite music
and other things he likes. When Ted and Sport get back to Sid’s house, the door is locked. Sid is inside,
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Synopsis, “My Dirty Secrets”, continued
but doesn’t answer—this was planned. Ted offers to take Sport back to his place and gives him $500 just
so they can continue their interesting conversation. Trusting Ted, Sport agrees.
At Ted’s apartment, Ted has his guest convinced that they’re “kindred spirits” before ambushing the
confused boy and handcuffing him to a wooden table. With a digital camera to record the event, Ted
tortures Sport, both psychologically and physically. Ted’s not only a pedophile—he’s also a sadist. He
whips Sport across his back with a straightened coat hanger, held over a propane torch until it glows
red‐hot. If Sport tells anyone about the abuse, Ted promises to kill him and Oliver, too.
Days later, Sid leaves a threatening message: if Sport doesn’t return to “work” immediately, Sid will
tell Oliver all about what Sport does at night. Who knows, says Sid. Maybe Oliver wants to play…
Grabbing a metal baseball bat, Sport leaves to kill Sid. Sid, begging for his life, reveals that Ted is not
only his boss, but his older brother, too. Ted used to “feed” his brother to similar men when Sid was
younger. When Sid grew too old, he had to procure underage victims for the sex ring or suffer
consequences. Sport threatens to kill him if he ever steps near Oliver.
As Sport returns home, Oliver’s gone. He goes out in the middle of the night to find him and almost
loses his younger brother in a harrowing accident.
At home, Sport finds Laura’s toothbrush in the trash can—the one he thought she took when she
left them. With this discovery, Sport looks through Laura’s stuff and finds her digital camera. He realizes
that she didn’t abandon them and calls Miriam.
The trio search for Laura, finding her comatose in an ICU ward. Miriam is going to break department
rules and take them home overnight. When they stop back at the apartment, Sport grabs Laura’s
camera and escapes. Miriam sees the wall with all of Sport’s clients. Shocked, Miriam calls her husband,
DAN (40’s), a cop.
Sport breaks into Ted’s and Sid’s apartments, taking pictures and vandalizing. He then visits the
bank, threatening to turn Sid over to the cops. If Sid will steal $5,000 in cash and bring it to Sport that
evening, he promises Sid won’t go to jail for child assault. Sid steals the money and stuffs it in his pocket.
Sport breaks into Ted’s office, and pulls a fast one on Sid, telling a bank employee that Sid stole money.
They find the money on Sid, but hold Sport as an accomplice. The cops arrive. Ted invites them all back
to his office to deal with the situation.
Ted holds the door open for the procession and discovers: across the wall of his office is a huge
photo spread. All Ted’s dirty secrets are exposed for everyone to see. Both Sport’s abusers are on their
way to jail.
But Sid manipulates Ted, forcing a situation where the police think Ted’s going for a weapon and
shoot him dead. Miriam arrives amidst the confusion. Sport finally drops the mantel of guilt and
responsibility he’s shouldered for so long. Miriam and her husband Dan make it clear that they have a
safe place in their home for both the boys—regardless of the Department’s rules about such things.
Two months later: Sport stands, dressed in a white shirt, black suit and tie. He stares down at the
earth by his feet, Laura’s grave. Oliver stands next to him, dressed identically. They turn together, backs
facing the headstone they just left, and walk toward a car parked in nearby.
As they approach the car, the driver’s and passenger’s doors swing open. Dan and Miriam get out,
dressed for mourning. Dan directs Oliver to his back seat; Miriam gets in her back seat, letting Sport ride
shotgun. It’s clear that Four doors slam shut. Seatbelts lock.
The engine roars to life. The car pulls out of the cemetery parking lot, and heads… home.
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MY DIRTY SECRETS - PARK SCENE
Written by James Tuverson

Some Background: SPORT (14) and Oliver (8) are brothers who
live in near-poverty with their single mother LAURA (35).
After a brutal argument with Sport where he tells her to “get
the hell out of here”, Laura disappears, ostensibly
abandoning them, leaving bills unpaid and the rent due. Sport
realizes that Laura’s departure is his fault and he needs to
keep himself and his brother together and safe until Laura
comes to her senses and returns. Sport was also recently
arguing with Oliver as well, and has previously “disowned”
him as punishment.
In the park, Sport talks to his little brother about their
situation and they resolve to work together...
EXT. PARK - PICNIC TABLE - DAY
Sport and Oliver each get a hot dog from a STREET VENDOR.
KIDS play, filling the park with happy afternoon sounds.
They sit at a picnic table. Oliver takes a huge bite of the
hot dog and chews, his cheeks puffed out like a squirrel's.
OLIVER
Where's Mommy?
SPORT
She went on a vacation.
OLIVER
Why didn’t she take us?
SPORT
She had to take a little break.
From me, mostly.
OLIVER
Why didn't she take me?
break from you, too.

I need a

Sport chuckles.
SPORT
You don't get a break from me.
Oliver takes a huge bite, chews.
OLIVER
When's she coming back?

Before his mouth is empty:

2.

SPORT
A few days... or so. We just gotta
hang in there 'til she's ready.
Oliver is distracted by the Kids playing nearby.
Listen.

SPORT (CONT’D)
This is important.

So he has Oliver's full attention, Sport reaches over and
pulls Oliver's chin so his eyes meet Sport's. Sport makes a
"V" with his fingers and points them to his own eyes.
SPORT (CONT’D)
Eyes here, Oliver. Right here.
Okay.

OLIVER
Eyes here.

Oliver focuses his full attention on Sport.

The trick works.

SPORT
We can't tell anyone that Mommy's
gone. If anyone finds out we're
home alone, they'll make us leave
our apartment.
OLIVER
To go where?
SPORT
A foster home, probably different
ones. Get it? We'll hafta live
with different families, maybe for
a long time. You don't want that,
do you?
OLIVER

No.

SPORT
So, where’s mommy?
She's...

OLIVER

Oliver looks at Sport for a cue, reading his lips.
SPORT AND OLIVER
...at home.
Oliver nods.

He takes another bite and chews.

3.

OLIVER
What are we gonna do 'til Mommy
comes back?
SPORT
Same stuff we always do. Go to
school. Eat dinner. I need to
find a way to make us some money.
OLIVER

How?

Sport tries his best to sound convincing.
SPORT
There's tons of ways.
pick one.
The boys chew and swallow.

I just gotta

Birds chirp in the trees.

OLIVER
Sport? Does this mean... you don't
disown me anymore?
Sport smiles.
Yeah.

SPORT
I own you again.

Oliver smiles, too.

That's what he needed to hear.

OLIVER
And I own you, too.

END OF SCENE

THE HOURS BEFORE

SHORT‐FORM SCREENWRITING RECOGNITION



SoCal Independent Film Festival, 2008

Semi‐Finalist (The Hours Before)



PAGE Int’l Screenwriting Awards, 2007

Quarter‐Finalist (The Hours Before)



AAA Screenwriting Awards, 2007

Quarter‐Finalist (The Hours Before)



HypeFest Film Festival, 2005

1st Place (The Hours Before – short)



A Writer’s Place, 2005

2nd Place (The Hours Before – short)



SlamDance, 2005

3rd Place (The Hours Before – short)

SHORT FILM RECOGNITION

THE HOURS BEFORE
Genre:

Drama Feature (R)

Length:

80 pgs.

Logline:

Unraveled teenager Max holds his best friend Peter hostage the night before he plans a
murderous assault on their high school. Desperately wanting his company—yet afraid of
having his meticulous plans ruined—Max handcuffs Peter to a pipe in his garage, forcing
him to stay while Max prepares for his deadly errand.

Synopsis:
PETER McMILLEN (17) is best friends with MAX HOCKZICKER (17), the most picked‐on kid in high
school. Peter and he have been friends a long time, but Peter just stands off to the side when Max is
tormented daily by bullies. Max sarcastically compliments Peter on how good he is “at flying below the
radar.” That’s what Peter does—fly below the radar, where it’s safe.
Max has watched his family fall apart. His father died a couple years ago of cancer, and his younger
brother, BEN (14), is also dead from a more recent tragedy.
Dinner with Peter’s large family reveals the source of Peter’s conflict avoidance tactics as DAD (50’s)
warns him not to bring Max’s kind of trouble home.
Max draws magnificent yet macabre sketches that show true talent in disturbing images from his
active imagination. His newest masterpiece is a floor plan of the school, decorated with creepy creatures
and caricatures borne from his creative, troubled mind. Max is planning to get even… and this is his
game‐plan. Max dives into storage boxes in the garage, pulls out a footlocker that belonged to his dead
father, a former cop. Besides the badge and ID wallet, Max finds his father’s service pistol and a shot
gun. Later, Max devises a ruse to get supplies and ammunition sent to his house from the Internet.
Later, Max calls Peter in the middle of the night, citing an emergency, urging Peter to sneak out and
come to his garage right away. Begrudgingly, Peter goes.
When he gets there, Max has a video cam set up on a tripod in front of a kitchen chair. He pulls a
gun, forces Peter to sit on the chair before the cam and handcuff himself to a pipe. Max reassures his
captive that the plan is to keep Peter safe, not harm him. Max wants to spend the rest of the night with
his best friend, because in the morning he’s going to do something terrible at school, something where a
lot of people are going to die. If Peter’s cuffed to the pipe, he’ll have to stay and can be let in on the
preparations without fear that Peter will tell anyone what’s going to happen. Max will document the
whole evening on video, to prove that Peter’s just a “prisoner of war” with no knowledge of the plan or
ability to stop it.
From a duffle bag, Max pulls out his father’s hunting shotgun, modified into a killing machine—with
a sawed‐off stock and a pistol grip. Max plans to bring these guns with him to school the next day, to
mete out punishment to a select list of targets he’s compiled.
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Synopsis, “The Hours Before”, continued
Peter wants answers. Max talks to the video cam about Ben, the younger brother he once had, until
a day last year when Max’s usual tormenters beat up Ben for good measure. Rushed to the emergency
room, Ben was in a freak head‐on car collision and died. Max blames the bullies, but not more than he
blames himself. He plans to sacrifice himself to collect on the debt.
Max’s plan is methodical, meticulous, told in his inimitable energy, a joker who goes from game
show announcer to on‐the‐spot reporter in a blink. Peter sits, confined to his chair, awed with Max’s
weapons, his strategy, his cool‐but‐creepy artwork on the floorplan. Fear increases when mutual friends
that wronged Max, even slightly, make the hit list, which has grown to almost a hundred students and
teachers. Peter sees that Max’s rage may have turned him into a monster. But before Max leaves, Peter
blurts out that he wants to come to school and take part in the carnage as well.
Max senses a stalling tactic. Peter maintains he has a few reasons to pull the trigger at some kids at
school. When Max pushes, Peter reveals a time last year when a girl he liked set him up for a cruel
practical joke, humiliating him at a school dance. Since then, Peter’s been waiting for an opportunity for
revenge. The best part: Peter adds to the plan that allows for escape. After a threat to murder Peter if
betrayed, Max removes his friend’s restraints and the two plan their joint‐attack with bravado. It seems
that Peter has always fantasized about doing this. He smashes the video cam memory card that would
have proved his non‐involvement.
When given the opportunity, Peter tries to shoot Max in the foot. Max’s fury is unleashed as Peter is
certain his life is over. At the last second, Max spares him, handcuffs him back to the chair per the
original plan. On his second attempt to leave, Max accidentally shoots himself in the thighs with a
shotgun. Bleeding profusely, Max tosses his cell phone across the garage, ignoring Peter’s pleas to pass
it over so he can phone for help. Finally remorseful, Max feels he deserves to die.
As Peter sits handcuffed while Max bleeds out, Peter decides he’s through standing on the sidelines.
He escapes and is ready to tear across the garage to find the cell when... Max still has the shotgun,
which he aims it at Peter. “Don’t you move ‘til I’m done dyin’,” Max croaks.
Peter knows he has just a couple minutes until Max bleeds to death. He tells him how he knows he
failed Max as a friend, and if he had it to do over again, he would have made different choices. He would
have stood up for him, no matter what… Fading, Max agrees that if he had a second chance, he would
have reconsidered his extreme plan. Peter gives Max a kiss on the lips, just so Max would know what
one felt like before he dies. Peter reminds Max that there are still so many things to live for. Max tells
Peter to get the cell and call for help.
As they wait, Peter makes a decision. He’s through flying below the radar. He grabs Max, tells him
this night was a mistake that both of them can spend their lives trying to forget. He can make it like it
never happened, if Max plays along. With gritted teeth, Peter shakes him, demanding a response. Max
nods weakly.
Peter grabs the duffle bag and runs around the garage, stuffing everything that serves as evidence of
Max’s original plan into the duffle bag—the guns, the macabre floor plan, the handcuffs—everything. As
he hides the bag deep in the clutter of the garage, Peter can hear the wail of sirens as the cops pull into
the driveway.
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THE HOURS BEFORE BASEMENT SCENE
Written by James Tuverson

Some Background: PETER (17) is best friends with MAX (17),
the most hated and picked-on kid at school. Peter sympathizes
with Max but never stands up for him, preferring to always
“fly below the radar”. Max plans to get even and has just
called Peter in the middle of the night, urgently asking him
to come over immediately for an “emergency”. Reluctantly,
Peter agrees...
INT. MAX'S GARAGE - NIGHT
Max sits on the kitchen chair, facing the video camera.
pushes a button on a remote to start recording.
MAX
Testing, one, two, three. How ya
doin', folks! It's your host, Max
(finger quotes)
"Don't Call Me Cocksucker, the Name
is Hockzicker", coming atcha live
and in person from my garage. It's
the night before the premiere of my
newest movie, "The Ultimate Loser's
Ultimate Revenge." Sure to be a
smash hit, if ya know what I mean.
A soft knock rattles the metal garage door.
MAX (CONT'D)
(musically)
Whoooo is it?
Lemme in.

PETER (O.S.)

MAX
Ah, my co-host Peter, right on
time. We'll be right back after
these commercial messages.
Max pauses the video camera via remote. He walks to the
rolling garage door and lifts it up a few feet.
Under the door crawls Peter.
PETER
Y'know, I was already asleep.
MAX
Something's wrong.

He

2.

What?
Sit down.

PETER
MAX
Over there.

Max points to the chair in front of the video camera.
PETER
What's with you?

I'm tired...

MAX
Just do what I say. Sit down and
I'll explain everything.
Max points again to the chair.
Satisfied?
Almost.

Peter sits.

PETER
MAX

Max pulls out two pairs of handcuffs from a duffel bag at his
feet and hands them to Peter.
MAX (CONT'D)
Put these on, one on each wrist.
Attach the open bracelets to the
water pipe behind you.
Peter stares at the handcuffs.
PETER
Are you fucking nuts?
MAX
Wait. I need to catch this. Trust
me, dude. I know good television
when I see it.
Max turns the video camera on via remote.
PETER
This would be real funny if you
didn't wake me up, pal.
Peter rises out of the chair.
PETER (CONT'D)
I'm going home.
Max pulls out his father's 9mm handgun from the duffel bag
and points the gun at Peter. Then he cocks it.

3.

Peter freezes halfway out of his chair.
MAX
Peter, listen to me. You're going
to do what I tell you, right now.
Or I'm gonna kill you. Right now.
Peter stares and freezes, doesn't know which way to go.
MAX (CONT'D)
Now sit down on the chair and put
one handcuff on each wrist. I
swear to God, I'm not shitting
you... pal.
Peter slowly sits back down.
PETER
Wh-What's going on?

What did I do?

MAX
Don't talk again until you get
those handcuffs on. Both of 'em.
Peter puts a cuff on his left wrist.
camera, eyes wide, disbelieving.

Looks up at the video

MAX (CONT'D)
Go on, Peter.
Peter puts the other handcuff on his right wrist.
He latches the left pair of handcuffs to the pipe. He can't
attach the second pair of handcuffs with just his right hand.
PETER
I... I can't do this by myself.
Max comes from behind the video camera.
He rests the barrel of the gun against Peter's temple. Takes
the handcuff hanging off Peter's right hand. Attaches the
open bracelet to the pipe.
PETER (CONT'D)
I thought we were friends.
MAX
We are. This is "For Your
Protection", like those tissue
paper covers for public toilets.
Never use the things myself.
Max kneels at Peter's feet and faces the camera.

4.

MAX (CONT'D)
Esteemed Members of the Assembly,
let the record show that Peter
McMillen isn't here tonight on his
own accord. Right, Pete?
PETER
(scowling)
That's right.
MAX
And, you have no idea what's going
to happen tomorrow, correct?
PETER
I... I don't know anything.
Max lowers the gun, un-cocks it and sticks it in the
waistband of his pants. He pauses the video cam.
MAX
Pete, this really is to protect
you. I just wanted to record that
you didn't have anything to do with
this.
With what?

PETER

MAX
C'mon. We have the whole night
ahead of us to get into that.
Oh...
Max lifts a cell phone from Peter's shirt pocket.
MAX (CONT'D)
I'll take your cell. You won't be
needing this anymore tonight.
PETER
Why'd you cuff me like this?
MAX
I don't want you to get in the way
of what I'm going to do. Now,
you're just... a prisoner of war.
Yeah.
PETER
Max, you gotta let me go.

5.

MAX
That's not gonna happen.
me show you what is.

But, let

Max walks to the duffel bag on the floor. He pulls out the
shotgun, modified with the parts he got in the mail:
A ventilated heat shield covers the shotgun's barrel.
The standard stock is gone, replaced with a pistol grip.
A speed-loading pump grip replaces the standard fore-end.
The whole thing hangs from a heavy-duty nylon sling that Max
throws around his neck.
MAX (CONT'D)
I'm bringing a big-ass friend with
me to school tomorrow.
Peter is awestruck. He's never seen anything like the gun
Max just pulled out of the duffel bag. Except in movies.
Oh God.
thing?

PETER
Where did you get that

MAX
I modified my dad's shotgun.
Bought the parts online and did it
myself. Piece 'a cake.
Peter can't take his eyes off the exotic-looking weapon.
Wow.

PETER
It's... a killing machine.

MAX
My pump-action pal and I have some
very special deliveries to make.
What?

PETER
Are you crazy?

MAX
Totally. And I'm gonna spread some
crazy all over school tomorrow
during second period.
PETER
You can't be serious.

6.

MAX
Yeah, I can. I've been thinking
about it for a long time. Since
before Ben died, but especially
after.
PETER
What does Ben have to do with this?
MAX
Good point. But I gotta get this
on tape.
Max walks back to Peter and turns the camera on.
MAX (CONT'D)
(to video camera)
Hi friends, we're back with my best
pal, Pete McMillen, who is spending
my last night on Earth with me.
Max is like a reporter holding a pretend microphone, which he
shoves in Peter's face.
MAX (CONT'D)
Repeat your last question so we can
let the viewing audience in on all
my excess baggage.
PETE
I asked what Ben has to do with you
bringing a gun to school.
MAX
(game show announcer)
Actually, I'm bringing two guns to
Show and Tell, then Blow-em-toHell!
Max holds his finger up to his ear, like he hears something
in an invisible earpiece.
MAX (CONT'D)
Wait... we have breaking news...
I'm just getting word that the
student assailant is armed with
a...
He yanks the handgun from his pants and hold it up.
MAX (CONT'D)
nine millimeter, semi-automatic
pistol and... what's that? Can you
get a close-up on the...

7.

He holds up the shotgun with his other hand.
MAX (CONT'D)
(holds up the shotgun)
...twelve-gauge shotgun, bee-yoo-tifully modified with a pistol grip
in the back, and a speed-loading
pump in the front. My, that's
super-sweet. And so easy to pack
inna pocket or purse.
PETER
(quietly)
You haven't said what Ben has to do
with this.
MAX
Oh right, The Ben Connection!
Pete, you know the story, but I'll
fill our loyal viewers in.
He faces the cam.
MAX (CONT'D)
Ben was my little brother. The
last time I saw him -- well, in one
piece, anyway -- was last year,
after school...

END OF SCENE
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Meet THE MCSatans

Luke

SCREENPLAY AWARDS

Salem

SoCal Film Festival, 2012--Finalist
Honolulu Film Awards, 2011--Silver Lei Award
Yosemite Film Festival, 2010--Finalist (Top 3)
SoCal Film Market 2010--Finalist (Top 5)

Damien, age 16

Gotha, age 14

Bub, age 10

THE McSATANS
Genre:

Ultra‐Dark Comedy Feature (R)

Length:

116 pgs.

Logline:

A family of devil worshippers moves to an uptight rural town in search of converts to
their oddball religion. Despite trying desperately to fit in, the McSatans are rejected
until thugs threaten the town and the Sheriff needs the family’s expertise in the occult
to save the day.

Synopsis:
LUKE (40’s) is a devil worshipper who desires more than anything to become a High Priest, the
highest‐ranking position in the Demonic Church. He says it's for the prestige, so his wife SALEM (40’s)
will be proud of him and his children will follow in his footsteps one day. That doesn't seem likely; son
DAMIEN (16) got kicked out of his Devil Rock band for not being “Satanic” enough, daughter GOTHA (14)
is homicidal, yet apathetic towards the Devil and youngest son BUB'S (10) most demonic trait is that he's
a devout Republican with an obsession for former president George W. Bush.
But Luke wants to be a High Priest for another reason: only High Priests can summon and enslave
real demons. Luke keeps his mother, GRAMMA (70’s), locked in her room until she tells him the name of
the father who left Luke before he was born. Once he becomes a High Priest, Luke will command a
demon to use its evil powers to find Luke's father wherever he is in the world and smite him dead. But
Gramma won't tell Luke the name of his father ‐‐ although she reassures him the father is among the
highest ranking members of the Demonic Church.
Luke want to become a High Priest at any costs. It causes him to demand his children be perfect
Satanists as well ‐‐ expectations Damien, Gotha and Bub can't meet. In fact, Bub’s been chosen to be the
human that Luke must sacrifice in order to ascend to the High Priesthood. He’s to be killed on the night
of his 11th birthday; the whole family has been aware of it for years, and has just let the littlest member
of the family in on the secret.
As the night of the High Priest initiation ceremony draws near ‐‐ also Bub's 11th birthday ‐‐ bad guys
BUTCH (20) and WINNIFRED (18) believe they've raised a demon on their own. But, the “Demon” is a
precocious 8‐ year‐old and cute as a button, because "evil never looks the way you think it's supposed
to." The Little Girl DEMON helps set the town on fire, which gets pinned on Luke. Things complicate
when the SHERIFF (40’s) puts Luke in jail and the townspeople want to lynch him. As a noose is prepared
on a makeshift gallows, it's up to Salem and the kids to save him.
In a classic scene, Salem and the kids prepare to take on the vigilante townspeople by each using
his/her unique “powers”— for Salem it’s Ninja Catclaws, for Gotha it’s her bad‐ass knife collection and
for Bub, it’s a chainsaw he keeps under his bed. Poor Damien just has a hangman’s noose with which he
tried to hang himself with earlier.
Satisfied that Forbenork is in flames and Luke is pinned with the blame, Butch and Winnifred try to
send the Little Girl Demon back to Hell but fail. The Little Girl Demon admits Butch and Winnifred didn't
raise and bind her at all ‐‐ she rose to Earth on her own accord with a mission to find Luke McSatan and
kill him. The Little Girl Demon just went along with the destruction because it's fun! The only way one
can truly control a Demon is to know its name. Butch and Winnifred comply with the Little Girl Demon's
mission to kill Luke and his entire family, who have since been captured. The Little Girl Demon appears
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beside Luke to gloat. Luke begs Gramma one last time to tell Luke the name of his father ‐‐ if there's any
power in the knowledge, Luke needs it right now!
Gramma tells him, but when Luke says the name of his father out loud, the Little Girl Demon is
surprised. How did Luke know her name? Gramma, with her head covered during this whole scene,
finally reveals herself. The Demon recognizes her, pleased to see her. Turns out they were lovers years
ago. Back then, the Demon was an Incubus, an adult male demon who has sex with mortal women and
leaves them afterward. The Little Girl Demon morphs into a Handsome Male Demon as he used to
appear. As they reminisce, it's revealed that Gramma was impregnated by the Demon years ago ‐‐ and
the result was Luke. The Demon is Luke's father, the one Luke has always wanted to become a High
Priest for, to summon and bind a demon for, to seek out and kill. But Gramma kept the father's name a
secret for yet another reason ‐‐ an Incubus who kills its human offspring gains great power. That's why
the Demon rose to this plane in the first place, to find Luke ‐‐ his only mortal offspring ‐‐ and kill him.
Word got around Luke was planning to raise and bind a demon to kill his old man and the Demon had to
act before Luke could become a High Priest and fulfill his mission.
Once Luke knows the truth, the Demon offers a deal ‐‐ he'll spare Luke and his family if Luke helps
him harvest the entire town's souls. Luke can save himself, the townspeople who wronged him all die,
and the Demon would be so proud of Luke. Luke is still angry at his father, powerful demon or not, for
leaving him in the first place. Luke knows the Demon's name, and he's going to use it to bind him ‐‐ and
command her to kill his father ‐‐ to kill himself. Wrong. Luke's not a High Priest. Even with the Demon's
name, Luke isn't powerful enough. Luke believes he can still do it with help from his family. As he recites
the binding incantation, the kids (who couldn't get it right earlier) all chant with him perfectly. It's going
to work! Wrong. The Demon laughs at the attempt. Now, he's going to harvest the whole town's souls
and kill Luke and his family. too.
Bub steps forward. Always seen as the most un‐Satanic of the kids, Bub still watches out for his own
and he's tired of watching the Demon pick on his father. When the mouse roars, the combined power of
the McSatan family is enough for Luke to bind the Demon and command it to destroy itself. At the last
second, Luke takes pity and sends it back to Hell with its tail between its legs. All seems well.
But wait. It's actually the night of Luke's High Priest initiation ceremony, with the blood sacrifice of
Bub. Everyone forgot about it in all the unbridled mayhem. Luke has 15 minutes to get the sacrifice
completed before midnight. Salem asks why it's still important ‐‐ Luke got what he wanted, he
discovered who his father was and was able to destroy him. Why does the High Priest initiation
ceremony‐‐ and Bub's sacrifice‐‐ still have to go on? Because. Bub's proven that he'll be the most
awesome sacrifice that Satan's ever had. And Luke still NEEDS to be a High Priest. He's wanted to be
one his whole life. Maybe at first it was to get back at his father, but now it's for himself. On the altar,
Bub tells Luke he's proud of his dad for sticking by his principles and doing what he needs to do to
maintain his self‐respect. Maybe dying will help Bub make up for being such a crappy son. Luke says that
Bub's been an excellent son, and... Luke's proud of him. Satisfied he's finally got his father's approval, he
lies back and waits for death. Later, Luke admits Bub made an excellent sacrifice to Satan. When it's
revealed that Bub's actually still alive, Luke refers to Bub standing up to the Demon as sacrifice enough
for a little kid. He might never become a High Priest, but having his family intact has become more
important to him. Luke would rather remain High‐Priest‐In‐Training and keep Bub around.
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THE McSATANS DINNER SCENE
Written by James Tuverson

Some Background: LUKE and SALEM (40’s) have three kids,
DAMIEN (16), daughter GOTHA (14) and youngest son BUB (10).
The family just moved to the tiny town of Forbenork, Oregon
and is trying to fit in, despite the fact that 1) Luke looks
like Anton Levey and keeps molotov cocktails in his car
trunk, 2) Gorgeous Salem looks like a Stepford Wife, who
harvested and cooked poisonous mushrooms from her garden
earlier, 3) Damien looks like a teenage version of his
namesake from “The Omen” 4) Gotha is a gothed-up version of
Wednesday from “The Addams Family” and 5) Bub (short for
Beelzebub) looks like a regular kid except he’s a right-wing
republican who idolizes former president George W. Bush.
After a tough day for each of them trying to “fit in”, the
family gathers to share the evening meal...
INT. MCSATAN HOUSE - DINING ROOM - NIGHT
The family sits around the table: Luke, Salem, Damien, Gotha
and little Bub. A serving dish sits in the center, covered
with a silver dome.
Damien reaches out to lift the dome.
fork out and spears Damien’s hand.
Ow!

Luke quickly jabs his

DAMIEN

LUKE
You know the rules. Wait ‘til
after we say grace to eat.
Luke claps twice.

The lights above the table turn red.

INT. TAYLOR HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Sheriff Taylor, still dressed in his khaki uniform, puts a
high-powered rifle to his eye.
He looks through the scope out his window, into the window of
the house next door... the McSatan’s.
SHERIFF TAYLOR
It’s happening again. Just like
every night.
Through their dining room window, the lights within the
McSatan’s home turn red.
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ELLEN (40’s), fit and pretty while still looking her age,
comes close, whispers in the Sheriff’s ear.
ELLEN
Put that rifle away, for pete’s
sake.
SHERIFF TAYLOR
I’m just lookin’, not shootin’.
ELLEN
What the McSatans do when their
lights turn red like that is none
of our business.
SHERIFF TAYLOR
I’m the Sheriff. Everything that
happens in this town is my
business.
INT. MCSATAN HOUSE - DINING ROOM - NIGHT
Bathed in red light, Luke, Salem, Damien, Gotha and Bub each
pull out black hoods and place them over their heads.
Each also pulls out a silver necklace with an inverted
pentagram from underneath their dark clothes.
Luke says grace quickly, in a get-it-over-with tempo:
LUKE
Father Satan, dismal Lord of
Darkness, curse this food with your
corrupt evil and damn our vile
souls to the depths of infernal
doom. Fuck yeah.
Fuck yeah.
Let’s eat.

EVERYONE
LUKE

Salem pulls the silver dome off. A boiled goat’s head sits
on the serving dish, dead eyes wide in horror. Luke picks up
a carving knife and slices portions off the goat’s head.
BUB
I get the eyeballs!
DAMIEN
No, I get ‘em this time.
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GOTHA
Just save me the brainstem.
With his fork, Luke skewers a spotted mushroom. He sniffs
it, returns it to the plate and whispers to Bub.
LUKE
Don’t eat the mushrooms, pass it
on.
Bub turns to Gotha, does the same.
BUB
Don’t eat the mushrooms, pass it
on.
Gotha leans to Damien.
GOTHA
Try the mushrooms, they’re
delicious.
Luke has trouble slicing through the goat’s skull.
Darn it!

LUKE

SALEM
Luke, watch your language around
the kids!
Sorry.

LUKE
Devil Double-Dammit Fuck!

SALEM
That’s better. We have to set an
example.
GOTHA
I wanna go back to Los Angeles.
Me too.

DAMIEN
I hate it here.

BUB
Why’d we have to move to Fork-inPork, Oregon anyway?
LUKE
It’s Forbenork. And we’ve been
over this.
(MORE)
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LUKE (CONT'D)
If I’m gonna make High Priest in
the Demonic Church, I have to take
the territory I’ve been assigned...
no matter how Satan-forsaken it is.
SALEM
All Daddy has to do is convert one
person to our faith here...
LUKE
...and offer a blood sacrifice to
show my dedication to Satan, and
I’m in.
No problemo.
BUB
A blood sacrifice?
do we get to kill?

Awesome!

What

DAMIEN
What’s the big deal about being a
High Priest, anyway?
Yeah.

GOTHA
Sounds really gay.

LUKE
It’s just the highest honor a
Satanist can achieve in the Demonic
Church, that’s all. I was hoping
you could appreciate that a little.
BUB
How about a rabbit? Or a moose!
Let’s sacrifice an effing moose!
Luke, Salem, Damien and Gotha glance at each other, then dig
into their goat parts without another word.
Sorry.
That wasn’t it.

BUB (CONT’D)
I meant, a “fucking” moose.
Salem breaks the awkward silence.

SALEM
Anyone tried the mushrooms?
them special.

I made

Luke puts down his fork.
LUKE
Look. Try harder to fit in here.
Gain people’s trust. One of them’s
a convert and my ticket to the High
Priesthood. Just do it!
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GOTHA
Everyone hates us. I wanna slice
their stomachs open and make them
watch their intestines spill on to
the floor.
SALEM
That’s so sweet, Gotha. But no one
knows us well enough to hate us...
Not yet!
LUKE
They’re not used to people who are
different, that’s all. Just turn
on the infamous McSatan charm.
SALEM
It’s Mc-Sah-TAN, dear.

Remember?

LUKE
Right, Mc-Sah-TAN. For a while,
anyway, ‘til people get used to us.
We’ll just ease them into it.
Luke dabs his mouth with a napkin, checks his watch.
LUKE (CONT’D)
Almost time for black mass.
Everyone quickly rises; Salem gathers plates and glasses.
SALEM
Kids, go drench yourselves with
urine. Get really unclean, ‘kay?
LUKE
And smear some shit all over Bub,
too. Unless... he wants to change
his shirt.
Bub glances down at his shirt, emblazoned with the visage of
his idol, George W. Bush. Then back up at his Dad.
BUB
I’ll change.
END OF SCENE
P.S. Bub soon discovers that it is he who will be sacrificed
to commemorate Luke’s ascension to the High Priesthood, hence
the awkward silence when the subject was brought up. Everyone
in the family knows about it except Bub. Bummer for him...

THE VIKING WAY
Genre:

Family Fantasy Adventure (Animated or Live‐Action) Feature (PG‐13)

Length:

112 pgs.

Logline:

A modern‐day teenage boy is whisked back in time by Odin, King of the Norse Gods, to
lead the Vikings in a war against evil Giants that threatens to destroy Humankind and
the Gods themselves. The teen must learn The Viking Way to help defeat the enemy
and save the future—including himself and his family—from being erased completely!

Synopsis:
ODIN (50’s) is King of the Norse Gods—a barrel‐chested warrior with bulging muscles, gray beard
tied in battle braids and Viking symbols tattooed all over him. He also wears a black eye patch, carries a
fearsome metal spear and rules over his godly kingdom of Asgard.
As Odin welcomes Fallen Viking Warriors to his Hall of Valhalla, he celebrates with his wife, FRIGG
(40’s) and two sons: THOR (20’s), handsome God of Thunder, and LOKI (20’s), a spoiled Giant that Odin
adopted as a boy. Being Odin’s adopted son, Loki is also a God—but of Deceit and Trickery. With his
gluttonous pet serpent SHIMSHAM, Loki loves trouble and is hated by all.
The leader of a hostile race of Giants, GALEN (20’s), has come into possession of Odin’s Eye, a
magical amulet that bestows great powers on its owner. With it, Galen can assemble an army of Giants
to wipe out mankind, as well as destroy the Gods themselves! Hope lies in a Chosen Warrior, someone
from the future who has the strength and cunning to retrieve Odin’s lost Eye before the Giants can use it
for evil. Loki, a Giant himself, has made a secret pact with Galen. When he overhears a Chosen Warrior
may squash his plans, he vows to destroy him at all cost. Odin goes forward in time to find his Chosen
Warrior before it’s too late.
JIMMY SVENSSON (14) lives in modern‐day Minnesota with his MOM (40’s) and brother BILLY (12).
Jimmy mourns the unexpected death of his DAD (40’s), but is also irrationally angry with his father for
disappearing from his life too soon. Jimmy’s failed to live up to Billy’s expectations as an older brother as
well as Dad’s memory as a local ice hockey hero. Before he died, Dad tried desperately to teach Jimmy
his signature hockey maneuver, the “Svensson Slap Shot”, but Jimmy couldn’t get it. Under‐confident
and smaller than other guys his age, Jimmy always gets picked on by bullies.
Jimmy wears a runestone necklace that Dad gave him. The runestone has a symbol on it called a
Valknut, three interlocking triangles. Dad said the necklace has been passed down through many
generations from their family’s Viking ancestors. After failing to make the ice hockey team, Jimmy
throws the necklace away. Billy finds it and puts it on. Since Billy wears the runestone necklace, Odin
mistakenly takes the younger boy back in time as well as Jimmy, who must find his brother as they are
separated as they time‐travel to Viking Age Scandinavia more than a thousand years ago. When Jimmy
gets chased by horde of Vikings; a Druid girl NADIAN (14) helps him escape.
Jimmy meets NORGAARD (30’s), a village blacksmith who takes him home. Jimmy meets the Viking’s
family: wife INGE (30’s) and son SVEN—who’s 14, like Jimmy—plus 8‐year‐old twins KLAGG and SKLAGG.
Jimmy learns that Vikings and Druids are mortal enemies with completely different ways of approaching
life. Norgaard tells him The Viking Way is a balance of Honor, Strength and Courage. Jimmy also learns
from Nadian the Code of the Druids—Precision, Patience and Loyalty. When Norgaard discovers his
younger sons, Klagg and Sklagg, have been kidnapped by the Giants, along with scores of other Viking
children in order to drink their blood and boil their bones in a ritual for strength. Norgaard and Sven
agree to work with Jimmy to find all the missing boys. Nadian goes, too.
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Jimmy ventures to the Giants’ homeland of Jotunheim with Norgaard, Sven and Nadian, whom
Jimmy is falling in love with. Unfortunately, Sven is also falling for the Druid girl. Sven also gets jealous
that his father Norgaard ignores him while favoring Jimmy.
Out to destroy the group is Loki, who must prevent Jimmy from reaching Jotunheim alive. In a grassy
meadow, our Heroes—Jimmy, Norgaard, Nadian and Sven—hear thunderous hooves. Over the ridge
comes a stampede of Zombie Reindeer, with gnarled horns and fire belching from their nostrils. Loki
rides one, laughing maniacally. At the last second, the Heroes are pulled underground mysteriously.
They land in a cavern, surrounded by Druid soldiers. The leader, KYLEM (50’s), is Nadian’s father.
He’s King of the Druids, making Nadian a princess. Begrudgingly, Kylem offers the Vikings food and rest
from their journey. It’s clear that Kylem doesn’t treat his daughter the same as if she were his son.
The four adventurers have a series of awesome encounters with mythological creatures before
confronting the Giants in Jotunheim, an icy, barren wasteland. Billy, Klagg and Sklagg are all locked in a
huge cage with other captured Viking children. Galen incites a horde of thousands of angry Giants, using
the magic of Odin’s Eye to empower his army. Jimmy accidentally gives the Heroes’ position away and
the Giants ambush them. Jimmy escapes while the others are caught. Sven calls Jimmy a traitor as he
watches him selfishly escape.
Jimmy stands by helpless while his friends are in mortal danger. Jimmy soon finds the courage he
needs and rescues Norgaard, Sven, Nadian, Billy, Klagg and Sklagg. Jimmy is also able to tame the flying
Battle Cats, ferocious giant tigers with wings that Galen magically created as part of his war arsenal.
Norgaard sacrifices his life so that the others can escape with the rescued children aboard the flying
Battle Cats.
In flight, Jimmy urges Sven to trust and follow him. Jimmy lands his Battle Cat on a frozen lake and
instructs the missing kids he’s rescued to gather sticks from a nearby forest. In a clever move to keep
Odin’s Eye away from Galen and the Giants, Jimmy coordinates his friends into a hockey team, and they
use Odin’s Eye as a puck. He is able to kill Galen by shooting Odin’s Eye as a puck, using the special
hockey move that Jimmy’s Dad taught him before he died—the “Svensson Slap Shot.” Jimmy acts like
the true leader he has become.
With Galen dead, Loki tries to incite the Giants to overpower Jimmy now that the amulet’s
destroyed. Loki denounces Odin and vows to rule the Giants when they win the war. The remaining
Giants close in. Even without Galen, the Giant army seems insurmountable.
Over the horizon march thousands of Viking fighters. From under the ground appear thousands
more Druid fighters, all vowing to work together to defeat the common foe. Jimmy and Billy both
commit to helping Sven and Nadian fight the Giant army.
After a great victory, Sven delivers a solemn eulogy for Norgaard and the other fallen warriors.
Vikings and Druids commemorate as one people, no longer enemies. Jimmy finally forgives his father
and says goodbye to him. Jimmy and Nadian proclaim their love; Jimmy and Sven proclaim their
friendship with a handshake. Odin appears. Jimmy says he destroyed the amulet; Odin flips up his eye
patch to show the Eye went right back where it belongs.
It’s also clear that Nadian has chosen the man she wants to fall in love with—and it’s Sven, not
Jimmy. At first Jimmy’s is heartbroken, but Odin reveals that the Nadian and Sven are actually Jimmy’s
direct ancestors. Before Jimmy leaves, he gives his runestone necklace to Sven, knowing Sven will pass it
down to his child one day. Once back in the Present, Jimmy stands up to bullies and makes the hockey
team. The boy who was once too small and too afraid has grown to be quite a man.
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THE VIKING WAY - ZOMBIE REINDEER STAMPEDE SCENE
Written by James Tuverson

Some Background: Modern-day teenager JIMMY (14) has traveled
back in time to the Viking Age in order to find his lost
little brother. He ventures to the Land of the Giants with
NORGAARD, a Viking blacksmith, his teenage son SVEN and a
Druid girl named NADIAN. Vikings and Druids are mortal
enemies, making cooperation difficult. Evil god of trickery
LOKI (with his pet snake, SHIMSHAM) will stop at nothing to
prevent the Adventurers from reaching their goal.
EXT. FIELD - DAY
The Heroes-- Jimmy, Sven, Norgaard and Nadian-- walk through
the grass. Nadian stops.
Wait.

NADIAN
I hear something.

SVEN
You're just looking for an excuse
to rest.
NADIAN
I don't need an excuse for
anything.
SVEN
Druids live underground so they can
sleep all day. Everyone knows
that.
NADIAN
Vikings show how foolish they are
every time they open their big,
foul-smelling mouths.
The ground shakes like an earthquake.
see coming over the ridge...
Stampede!

Jimmy and Sven turn to

SVEN

EXT. REINDEER STAMPEDE - DAY
Loki rides on one of thousands of ZOMBIE REINDEER, with bloodred eyes, twisted antlers and fire belching from their
nostrils. He stands on its back, holding the antlers as he
whoops evilly.
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FIELD
Jimmy looks around him... flat as far as the eye can see.
NORGAARD
Nothing stops a reindeer stampede!
SVEN
There's nowhere to go!
REINDEER STAMPEDE
Loki laughs maniacally.

Shimsham hangs on for dear life.

SHIMSHAM
I'm going to... looth... my lunch
in a motht unbecoming way!...
Maaaath-terrrr!
FIELD
Norgaard draws his sword and stands in fighting position.
NORGAARD
Then strong as an oak I’ll stand,
until I am no more!
Sven follows suit, drawing his sword.
SVEN
I’ll bark with laughter as I’m torn
limb from limb!
Nadian takes three arrows from her quiver and nocks them.
NADIAN
I shall not be uprooted!
Earthmother Spirit!
Jimmy grits his teeth.
That’s it!

Take me,

Then he gets an idea.

JIMMY

REINDEER STAMPEDE
Loki’s Zombie Reindeer are within a hundred feet.
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FIELD
Jimmy and Sven each stand on Norgaard’s broad shoulders.
NORGAARD
What is this nonsense?
SVEN
It’s madness, Papa!
Jimmy extends his arms as he wraps his foot around Norgaard’s
neck to keep his balance.
JIMMY
We’re makin’ a tree, get it?
Norgaard, don’t move an inch!
Sven, stretch out your branches!
Nadian, hop up here and make us
taller! Be a tree!
All at once, everyone understands. Nadian jumps atop the
tree. She, Jimmy and Sven stretch arms as far as they can.
REINDEER STAMPEDE
The Reindeer stampede is within a ten feet of the Heroes.
FIELD
Norgaard shuts his eyes as the stampede approaches, yet
remains unyielding. The Zombie Reindeer stampede
instinctively splits at the “tree." Norgaard opens one eye.
NORGAARD
By Odin’s Eye, it’s working!
Suddenly, the dirt below them swirls to life. To their
surprise, the Heroes are pulled completely underground.
REINDEER STAMPEDE
The stampede batters the ground where the Heroes once stood.
LOKI
If I need it done right, I do it
myself! Me... and ten thousand of
my Zombie Reindeer friends!
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INT. CAVERN - DAY
The Heroes sink from the ceiling and land with a thud on the
ground in a cavern lit with luminescent moss.
A TALL FIGURE stands shrouded in a thick brown cloak, head
covered with an enormous hood. Fifty similar DARK FIGURES
surround him. Norgaard shakes off the fall.
NORGAARD
Good news. We've not been crushed
under the hooves of thousands of
crazed reindeer.
Jimmy looks around.

Sees the Dark Figures gathering.

JIMMY
Too bad. Being crushed by crazed
reindeer seems like a really good
idea right now.
Sven spies his sword lying nearby.

He inches toward it...

SVEN
We’ll cleave them all to pieces...
right, Papa?
The Dark Figures simultaneously pull bows from their cloaks,
each with sharp, tri-pointed arrows aimed at our Heroes.
NORGAARD
Better to wait. Without moving a
whisker, I’ll add.
Nadian stands, brushes herself off and walks briskly by the
armed Dark Figures, who aim their arrows at her.
Nadian!
Stop!

JIMMY

NORGAARD
Those arrows mean business!

Nadian strides toward the Tall Figure, pushing the arrows of
the Dark Figures out of the way as she goes.
NADIAN
So do I, Viking. So do I.
She stops in front of the Tall Figure.
NADIAN (CONT’D)
We had matters well in hand... and
needed no help from you!
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From within the hood, a deep, resonant voice...
TALL FIGURE
What I saw was a hopeless plight.
You were moments from death.
NADIAN
Then you saw nothing! The stampede
spared us because we used our
heads.
The Dark Figure, KYLEM (50), pulls down his hood. He has
long white hair and a pale, handsome face. He wears a heavy
silver chain around his muscular neck.
KYLEM
A Viking’s head serves only as a
slow, witless target. Stand aside
so we may finish them.
Kylem raises his hand. The Dark Figures pull back their
drawstrings. Norgaard grips his sword and whispers:
NORGAARD
Now we’ll cleave them to pieces,
may Odin help us.
NADIAN
These Vikings seek children stolen
by the Giants. I’ve given my
promise to help. By the Code of
Druids, I remain loyal to it.
KYLEM
The Code of Druids does not include
Vikings!
Nadian pulls an arrow from her quiver and nocks it. She
slowly, deliberately aims her arrow at Kylem’s chest.
NADIAN
Without my word, I am nothing.
Isn’t that what you taught me...
Father?
Jimmy, Norgaard and Sven all exchange looks of surprise.
After a tense moment, Kylem lowers his hand and orders...
Bows down.

KYLEM

The Dark Figures lower their bows. Nadian does the same.
Jimmy, Norgaard and Sven sigh audibly with relief.
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NADIAN
The Code also says when you invite
guests to your home, you must offer
them food and rest.
KYLEM
I have invited no one.
NADIAN
Yes, you have. When you pulled us
underground...
KYLEM
...to save your life, not theirs!
NADIAN
Nonetheless. We are all now your
guests... and must be treated as
such. Follow me.
Nadian walks confidently out of the cavern. Kylem directs
the Dark Figures, who look to him for approval.
KYLEM
You heard the princess.

Move out.

The Dark Figures begin to file out of the cavern.
Norgaard and Sven exchange looks of shock.
Princess?

JIMMY, NORGAARD & SVEN

KYLEM
I am Kylem, ruler of the Druids.
According to Princess Nadian, you
are now my guests. So get on your
feet.
END OF SCENE

Jimmy,

HOW WE
EfF#ed UP THE
INTERNET
It’s a show about an indie music
webshow in an all‐out, balls‐out war
with another indie music webshow!

HOW WE EFFED UP THE INTERNET
Genre:

Comedy TV Series Pilot

Length:

58 pgs.

Logline:

Hip dudes ALEX and CHAD host their indie music webshow ROCK YER FACE from their
downtown L.A. loft—a non‐stop party of hot groupies, beer bongs, buds‐a‐blazin’ and
irreverent musical acts. Eager for an audience, Alex and Chad’s antics on the webshow
get crazy, causing rival webshow INDIE INFIDELS to declare an all‐out war to compete
for ratings.

Overview:
Hip dudes ALEX CARTER (25) and CHAD EISENSCHWANTZ (26) host their indie music webshow
ROCK YER FACE from their downtown L.A. loft— it’s a non‐stop party of hot groupies, beer bongs, buds‐
a‐blazin’ and irreverent musical acts.
Alex is a Southern‐bread, good‐natured comic with an awkward charm, dreams of fame and a taste
for good whiskey. He’s moved to Los Angeles with his younger brother SAMMY CARTER (21), a naive‐
yet‐highly‐resourceful guy who idolizes his big brother as he interns on the webshow. As an intern,
Sammy is often subjected to outrageous requests by his brother and Chad, which he often succeeds in
achieving, much to everyone’s amazement.
Chad is a sexy hedonist who’s all about girls, beer and having a good time. But his bravado conceals
a sensitivity that he reveals to those closest to him. The webshow, ROCK YER FACE, is supposed to be
about indie music. Alex and Chad interview bands, which often end up crashing on the apartment floor.
Usually‐unseen, but oft‐reacted‐to, CAM MAN SETH (23) operates a mobile camera around the
apartment, filming the show as well as behind the scenes and spy‐cam moments when nobody thinks
he’s recording. Between interviews and performances of talented (and very strange) music acts are
parody commercials and improv sketches performed by Alex, Chad and anyone else present at the
hipster haven Rock Yer Face apartment/production set.
Lovely and super‐smart tech director LAYLA RODRIGUEZ (25) controls the show from her turbo‐
charged laptop sectioned off in a corner of the apartment called The Control Room. Layla and Alex seem
like they’re meant for each other… but their driving ambition and lack of luck with the opposite sex get
in the way. Layla’s attracted to Alex, and vice‐versa. But he thinks he’s not smart enough for her; she
thinks she’s not sexy enough for him. Both are wrong, but can’t communicate with each other well
enough to figure it out.
Tough‐as‐nails production manager NATALIE CHAMBERS (30) is a potty‐mouthed, single mom from
Australia who is Layla’s best friend. She’s also crazy in love with Chad, but he’s oblivious to Natalie’s
sometimes‐brutish‐Aussie‐empowered‐woman charms. Natalie has a son, TYLER (10) who means
everything to her. Tyler also has a penchant for setting fires.
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Overview, “How We Effed Up The Internet”, continued

Sexy makeup artist ANGIE BLOWHARDT (22) has her eye on both Chad and Alex for boyfriends, and
ultimately she’d throw them both under the bus for her own stardom. She tries to maneuver herself
into Alex’s bed as well as onto the hosting couch of the show.
Attempting to maintain control is REGGIE WELLS (45), an eloquent U.K. investor who finances the
show and is torn between Good Business and The Right Thing. Reggie’s young bodyguard VERVÉ (21)
looks adorable in his black suit and hero worship, but is otherwise ineffective. We’re not certain why
powerful Reggie would put a post‐pubescent twink in charge of his personal security. Rounding out the
main cast is LOUIS (23) a tight little fist of a sound guy who’s closeting a big secret that everyone’s aware
of but him.
Eager for an audience, Alex and Chad’s antics on their chaotic webshow get beyond crazy, shifting
from a focus on indie music to a focus on anything—usually sex— that draws viewers in. The mayhem
causes rival webshow INDIE INFIDELS—led by flamboyant host BRANDON JUSTALILBITCH (28)—to
declare an all‐out war to compete for ratings. Rich and entitled, Brandon gives away lavish prizes to
viewers, while his team of degenerate techies cook the ratings even further in his favor.
WEBSHOW AUDIENCE: A group of young, hip people are always present during filming of the
webshow… as well as before and after, meaning that the apartment has people around all the time—it’s
one big party. Some folks actually have jobs that help keep the show running; some are just groupies
that hang around, soaking up the frenzied atmosphere and raiding Chad’s beer‐stocked fridge. There’s
always a high‐energy crowd during the filming of ROCK YER FACE—a hodge‐podge of eccentric musical
guests as well as anyone that can be lured into the apartment with beer, weed and promises of being
discovered. The webshow itself is shown in snippets… a funny intro by the hosts, often followed by a
parody advertisement acted out by cast members. The hosts introduce some indie music act, but things
often progress to mayhem that has little to do with music as the hosts try their best to increase real‐
time ratings of the show.
Desperate for ratings to keep their coveted Midnight time‐slot, the Boys do crazy things on the
show, attracting the anger of a rival webshow INDIE INFIDELS and its arrogant, flamboyantly gay host,
BRANDON JUSTALILBITCH (28), who declares an all‐out war on ROCK YER FACE. When only one
Midnight Indie Music Webshow can survive, Alex and Chad rally their team to win at any cost!
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HOW WE EFFED UP THE INTERNET - FIRST 10 PAGES
Written by James Tuverson
FADE IN:
INT. SAN FERNANDO VALLEY APT - BEDROOM - LATE DAY
A shoebox-sized room with a twin bed stuck in the middle.
Surrounding the bed are nine box fans, whirring madly, all
pointed at the sleeping form of-CAM-MAN SETH (23), handsome and sloppy, nude save boxers,
snoring, belly down, ass up like a napping toddler.
STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Seth Rosenbaum. AGE: 23. BORN:
Sherman Oaks, California. JOB: Webshow Camera Man.”
Seth’s I-phone ALARM goes off. The cell display reads: “7:30
PM” and “102 DEGREES”
Seth wakes, wipes drool from his lower lip. Hits a button on
the I-phone to make the alarm stop and loud ROCK MUSIC begin.
FAST-MOTION MONTAGE
--Seth jumps from bed, finds clothes on floor, throws them on
--Grabs a high-end film camera and backpack off a chair
ON THE HIGHWAY
--Seth cruises through traffic in an old-model convertible
DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES
--Seth skids to park in front of a loft apt building
--Grabs camera and backpack, jumps out, hits the street
--Slings backpack over shoulder and runs into the building.
END FAST-MOTION MONTAGE
INT. APARTMENT - FRONT DOOR - NIGHT
Seth, camera to his eye, stops at an apartment door. He
pushes a red button, firing his beloved camera to life.
POV SETH THRU HIS CAMERA LENS
Seth throws the door open. The CROWD-NOISE inside is
feverish. Seth enters the apartment and pans to see--
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INT. LIVING ROOM - SETH’S POV - ROCK YER FACE STAGE - NIGHT
It’s an apartment turned into a production studio. Stage
lights are set, all focused on a leather couch, above which a
huge banner draped across the wall hangs:
“ROCK YER FACE!”
Ten PRODUCTION PEOPLE prep the set, adjusting lights and
cams, jovial yet focused. Seth pans, taking in the mayhem,
then focuses on two guys sitting on the couch:
ALEX (24), tall & handsome, close-cropped beard, shaggy brown
hair and kind eyes that tell you he’s a good soul. And-CHAD (25), shorter yet more muscled, All-American-Boy face,
blond hair and blue eyes that tell you he’s a great fuck.
Chad notices Seth’s filming him, just as he takes a pull from
a huge bong, long enough to rest on the floor at his feet.
CHAD
Cam-Man Seth! Turn that thing off
‘til I smoke my breakfast, will ya?
END SETH’S CAM POV
Chad passes the bong to Alex, who clears the smoke-filled
chamber and exhales, coughing wildly.
LOUIS (23) steps up, a tight little fist of a sound guy. He
grimaces at the smoke, waves his arms dramatically to
disperse it. Chad emulates Louis’ exaggerated movements.
LOUIS
Alex, stand up.
Alex obeys.

He’s at least six inches taller than Louis.

STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Alex Carter. AGE: 24. BORN: Dallas,
Texas. JOB: Webshow Host.”
Louis fits Alex with a lav mic, turns him around to clip a
transmitter box to the back of Alex’s belt. He roughly turns
Alex around again, clips the mic to his collar, taking
liberties to get the wire hidden in Alex’s clothes.
ALEX
(Southern drawl)
Ya just touched my wiener.
LOUIS
No, I didn’t.
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ALEX
Yeah ya did, Louis.
lingered.

And it

LOUIS
Alex, I didn’t touch your-ALEX
In a stroke-y way.
Back on the couch, sexy make-up girl ANGIE (22) sits close to
Chad, boobs brushing against his chest as she tries to get
lipstick on him.
ANGIE
C’mon Chad, pucker up.
color.

You need

STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Angie Blowhardt. AGE: 22. BORN:
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. JOB: Hair & Make-up Artist.”
CHAD
Put that stuff on me with your
nipples and I’ll do it. ‘Til then,
screw it!
STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Chad Eisenschwanz.
Lake Forest, Illinois. JOB: Webshow Co-Host.”

AGE: 25. BORN:

Tough-as-iron Australian NATALIE (24) walks across the room,
clipboard in hand and headset buzzing. Production People
scatter to make way for her.
NATALIE
(Aussie accent)
Move it, fuck-wads and wastoids! I
have a reason to be here. If you
don’t... clear the goddamn set!
STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Natalie Chambers. AGE: 29. BORN:
Perth, Australia. JOB: Webshow Production Manager.”
NATALIE (CONT’D)
Talent to Control Room for preshow, immediamente.
(to all)
On air in ten! C’mon, ya flabby,
freeze-dried camel cunts! Pull
your shit together!
Chad springs off the couch as Alex disentangles himself from
Louis’ last effort to hide the mic cord in his clothes.
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ALEX
(to Louis)
Next time, you need to buy dinner
first. And tell me I’m pretty.
CONTROL ROOM
Actually, just a corner of the apartment.
Lovely, bespectacled LAYLA (24) sits at a laptop staring at
the monitor. She clicks keys and speaks into a headset mic.
LAYLA
More light on the ROCK YER FACE
banner. Cam-Man Seth, check your
lens, there’s a hair in the upper
left corner. Get Alex and Chad
here for the pre-show, NOW!
STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Layla Rodriguez. AGE: 24. BORN:
San Clemente, California. JOB: Webshow Technical Producer.”
ALEX
Right beside ya, Layla.
Fine.

LAYLA
Where’s the other one?

ALEX
He’ll be here in a sec.
(yells to kitchen)
Right, Chad?
KITCHEN
As Chad snuggles his face into Angie’s chest...
CHAD
I want you so bad, Angie, we
already need a safe word.
Chad’s face is covered in lipstick.
it apply it with her nipples.

Angie’s figured out how

CHAD (CONT’D)
Yeah, I’m coming!
(to Angie)
Uh, I’m serious. My underwear’s
all squishy now. Got a wet
washcloth handy?
Huh?
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CONTROL ROOM
Alex moves close to Layla.
ALEX
Think about what I asked you last
night?
LAYLA
Not now, Alex.
ALEX
When, then?
LAYLA
Not five minutes before the show!
Natalie walks up.
NATALIE
What band did we book for tonight?
LAYLA
The Weebles. Are they here?
Fuck no.

NATALIE

ALEX
Don’t worry, Layla.

We’ll stall.

Alex runs to the
KITCHEN
...and yanks Chad off Angie.
ALEX
C’mon, Chad. We gotta show to do.
Wait!

CHAD
I’m mid-hump!

As he exits, pulled by Alex, to Angie:
CHAD (CONT’D)
Keep that washcloth moist, baby!
CONTROL ROOM
As Alex drags Chad toward the set, Chad yells out:
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Sammy!

CHAD
Where the hell are you?

SAM (21), fresh-faced and eager, appears instantly.
SAM
(another Southern boy)
Here I am! What can I do ya for,
Chad?
STOP-MOTION SUPER: “NAME: Samuel Carter. AGE: 21. BORN:
Dallas, Texas. JOB: Webshow Intern.”
CHAD
Go out and get me two handguns and
some breast milk. Human, this
time. And an eight-ball of coke!
SAM
An eight-ball of coke?
Alex shakes his head like “ignore him”, yanks Chad to the
ROCK YER FACE STAGE
and throws Chad on the couch, plopping down beside him. He
pulls out a handkerchief and wipes lipstick off Chad’s face.
ALEX
You shouldn’t do that to my little
brother. He doesn’t know when
you’re kidding.
CHAD
That’s what interns are for-- to
satisfy the oft-impossible demands
of the talent. That’s us.
Headphones on, Louis jams the boom close to Alex’s face.
LOUIS
I need a level! Speak!
ALEX
Attention everyone! Louis touched
my beef whistle earlier and that
means we’re goin’ steady!
Natalie roughly backhands the shoulder of a Production Person
who giggles at Alex’s remark.
You.

NATALIE
Shut the fuck up.
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ON ALEX AND CHAD
Angie dabs powder on Alex’s forehead.
pulls his head away, annoyed.

Same for Chad; he

NATALIE
We’re on the air in...
Alex takes a deep breath.

Chad solemnly crosses himself.

NATALIE (CONT’D)
five... four... three... two...
CONTROL ROOM
Layla cues up “Rock Yer Face” OPENING THEME music. On the
monitor, we see a camera shot of Alex and Chad on stage.
LAYLA
Bring up the lights! Pull focus
from banner to talent!
ROCK YER FACE STAGE
Production People and ten more AUDIENCE MEMBERS all clap and
cheer wildly!
ALEX
Heyya folks, welcome to “Rock Yer
Face”, the web TV show that
features the latest in independent
music. I’m your host, Alex Carter.
CHAD
And I’m your resident sex fiend,
Chad Eisenschwantz. Go ahead,
Alex. Ask me what “Eisenschwantz”
means in German.
ALEX
Nobody cares, Chad.
CHAD
Yes they do. And we’re filming
this show in my apartment, so ask
me.
ALEX
Okay, what does “Eisenschwantz”
mean?
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CHAD
It means “Iron Cock”.

Jus sayin’.

ALEX
We all feel enriched by knowing
that. And a little soiled. Now,
on to some business.
Someone off-cam tosses Alex a bottle of hand lotion.
ALEX (CONT’D)
Tonight’s show is brought to you by
“Slippery Whip”, the non-dairy
dessert topping that’s also an
excellent lube for jerking off.
CHAD
Slippery Whip goes on non-greasy,
yet lasts the full twelve seconds I
need to make “Lil Chad” spit up his
pearly lunch.
ALEX
Slippery Whip also tastes great...
(off Chad’s look)
...uh, with fresh berries and
pumpkin pie!
CHAD
(holding up product)
So buy “Slippery Whip” today,
available at fine groceries and sex
shops everywhere.
ALEX
Well, we were hoping to have a
guest on tonight’s show, but
they’re a little late...
CHAD
So this is the perfect time to show
off the pride and joy of the
Eisenschwanz family.
(as he unbuckles)
Alex, pass me the Slippery Whip!
ALEX
Uh, instead.... let’s show everyone
how Angie, our illustrious make-up
artist, applies lip stick.
Hmmm.

CHAD
That is a better idea.
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ALEX
Angie, to the couch, please!
CONTROL ROOM
LAYLA
That’s it. I’m shutting this crazytrain down.
NATALIE
Wait a sec, Layla. Look at the
real-time viewer stats!
Layla looks at the monitor.
LAYLA
Sweet Christ onna cross. We’re
hitting an all-time high.
They both look over to the “Rock Yer Face” set. Angie has
mounted Chad and is smothering his face with her bare boobs.
Everyone goes wild, cheering.
NATALIE
Once we hit these kinda numbers, we
can get real advertisers. Ones
that actually pay money.
Layla thinks, then concedes. She speaks into her headset mic.
LAYLA
Cam-Man Seth, let’s get a close-up
on that lip-smacking deliciousness!
ROCK YER FACE STAGE - CAM-MAN SETH’S POV
Alex and Chad jump off the couch and rush the cam, filling
the screen with lipstick-stained faces, grinning like fools.
ALEX
That’s all for tonight, folks!
CHAD
You said a mouthful, buddy!
ALEX
We’ll See y’all tomorrow night on
“Rock Yer Face!” G’Night!
Claps and cheers.
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ROCK YER FACE STAGE
Layla approaches the boys sitting back on the couch.
LAYLA
Tonight you’ve both proven that
people’ll watch anything.
FRONT DOOR
The door bursts open. Sam stands, holding a large-breasted
girl’s hand, IRMA (20’s). He pulls her inside, approaches
Chad on the couch. Everyone stops their chatter.
SAM
Chad, this is Irma. She’s
lactating. Big-time!
Sam pulls up his T-shirt, revealing two handguns stuck in the
waistband of his pants.
SAM (CONT’D)
I got a revolver and a semiautomatic. You didn’t specify a
preference, so I got both.
CHAD
(eyes narrowed)
Oh yeah? What about my eight-ball?
SAM
I bought you a twelve-pack of Diet
Coke. That’s one and a half times
as good... ain’t it?
Everyone looks to see what Chad will say.
eyed and innocent, waiting for approval.
ALEX
You did good, Sammy.

Sam looks wide-

Right, Chad?

Alex backhands Chad on the chest to prompt him.
CHAD
Yeah, just fine, kid. Now somebody
get Irma a beer mug to fill!
Sam smiles, so does Alex.
enthusiasm.

Everyone’s chatter swells with

END OF SCENE

